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STEP-BACK
Step-back has been developed by Positive Eye
in collaboration with SenCom, South East Wales
Consortium to support schools and colleges in Wales
to implement the new requirements of the new Additional
Learning Needs (ALN) Act.
WHY STEP-BACK?
Maximising children and young people’s
opportunities to fulfil their potential is the aim
for all practitioners. Fulfilling this aim is complex,
particularly the role that ‘support’ plays in
responding to the individual need of the learner.
Linking directly to the ALN Act, the Step-back
Approach places the requirements of learners
with ALN at the heart of the school improvement planning process. It places
these learners as the starting point for planning, rather than being seen as a
later add on.
HOW DOES THE STEP-BACK APPROACH LINK TO THE ADDITIONAL
LEARNING NEEDS ACT?
The Step-back Approach will help develop effective practice in line with
the new ALN Act requirements by adopting a Person Centred Approach
across the whole setting. It provides ready to go activities including the
Easy-Easier Learner’s Voice Resource, together with strategies from the
Step-in, Step-back planning documents. The Step-back Approach sends
the clear message that supporting learners with ALN is everybody’s
business.
HOW DOES STEP-BACK SUPPORT WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT?
Workforce development is significant within
the new ALN Act. The Step-back approach is
specifically designed to assist education settings
to embed core skills, training and development
for ALL educational practitioners helping them
in understanding how they can support a wide
range of learners with ALN.
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HOW DOES STEP-BACK LINK TO THE ESTYN COMMON INSPECTION
FRAMEWORK?
Step-back includes explicit links to the Estyn Common Inspection Framework,
making it simple for leadership teams and governors to adopt and incorporate
the Step-back approach across their setting.
HOW DOES STEP-BACK LINK TO SUCCESSFUL FUTURES?
The intention of Successful Futures is that the school
experience will benefit and support young people into
adulthood. The Step-back Approach will enable
practitioners to be mindful of what is important to
and not just for the learner. It looks at the WHY of
support provision and not simply the WHAT, WHEN
and HOW. The principles of the Step-back Approach
are entirely complementary to these goals. It offers a framework which enables
learners to recognise their independent successes and also to be confident in
requesting or declining support, important for long term success in work and life.
HOW CAN YOUR SCHOOL/SETTING ACCESS THE RESOURCES AND
TRAINING REQUIRED TO IMPLEMENT THE STEP-BACK APPROACH?
Accredited Step-back Trainers provide
awareness sessions about Step-back and
deliver the accredited Step-back Practitioner
Award. The Practitioner Award supports staff to
understand their role and purpose in supporting
learners with ALN and promote the culture of Step-back across their setting.
STEP-BACK SCHOOL AWARD
As part of the school’s participation in Step-back they will be expected to
reach and maintain a set of Step-back School Standards. Once achieved
maintenance of this Award is on an annual basis.
To find out how to contact your local Step-back Trainer
and for further information about Step-back contact:
Gwyn McCormack, Step-back Co-ordinator, Positive Eye Ltd
T: 07947571559 | E: gwyn@positiveeye.co.uk
www.stepback.co
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